Introduction
The need for a Portable Pump Station for Ultra High Vacuum use became apparent when the "Isabelle" collider was first being designed. A Portable Pump Station had to be developed which contained the following features. 1) Maneuiverability 2) Compact size 3) Rugged 4) Self protected against various failures 5) Capable of running unattended 6) Capable of reaching 10-9 Torr.
The Pump Station that was developed and other variations are the subject of this paper. Emphasis will be on the Isabelle and HITL versions.
Description of Major Components
Balzers DUO 012A and DUO 016B -Mechanical Pumps -a two stage rotary vane pump with gas ballast valve and air cooling. This pump is equipped with a safety shut off valve which instantly isolates the vacuum chamber and vents the pump in the event the pump is stopped.
Balzers ONF 100 -Mist Filter -fitted to the exhaust port of the Mechanical Pump thus protecting the environment from any oil mist which is generated by the pump. Figure 1 . To the bottom of the base frame is attached the two pieces of 1/4" cold rolled steel plate. Mounted under the rear plate are two 8" rubber wheels on swivel casters. These wheels are placed 18" apart. Under the front plate are two 8" rubber wheels on rigid casters. These wheels are placed "18" apart. On the outside edge of the front plate are placed two 1-1/2" x 1/4" cold rolled steel supports. The supports are illustrated in Figure 1 The Angle Valve which isolates the Pump Station from the volume to be pumped varies with station design. For Isabelle, a Varian #951-5088 Electropneumatic valve was used. This was modified so that a shaft protrudes from the top of the valve cover which moves with the valve. Of f this shaft a micro switch is mounted which connects to the BNL Vent Valve Circuit. Being Electropneumatic, this valve requires air to operate and as such, a source of air is required wherever this Pump Station is used. For HITL, a Balzer solenoid operated Angle Valve is used (BPV28 509) in place of the Varian #951-5088.
The Isabelle Pump Stations have Hastings VH-3 Thermocouple Gauges which read from atmosphere to 1 micron. The HITL Pump Stations have Granville Phillips Convectron 275 Gauges which cover the same range. These gauges are used exclusively to read vacuum and to indicate a vacuum trend.
To read the high vacuum in both the Isabelle and HITL Pump Stations a Granville Phillips Model 271-004
Ion Gauge Controller with Process Control is used. The gauge used is a tungsten filament type in each case. This was chosen over the Thoriated Iridium type because of its sensitivity stability. This controller is manually operated and is used to interlock the Station in Automatic Mode. Here, one of the Process Control Channels is used to interlock the station against vacuum failure with the 271 operated in the log mode.
The control of the entire Pump Station is through the BNL Control Chassis mounted on the steel supports. The Station 208V, 1(P input power is into this unit. A "Line Power" neon light indicates power is connected. The sequence of operation is described in the next section "Interlock Logic". This chassis is common to both the Isabelle and HITL version of the Pump Station.
Interlock Logic
A.
To begin a pumping sequence 1) Push momentary START switch on BNL Control unit. This will latch the main line contactor.
2) If main switch on TCP is energized, the Turbo and Mechanical Pump will activate.
3) Monitor pump down by means of the Convectron 275 or the Hastings VH-3. 4) With the "Pneumatic Valve Mode" sw on the BNL panel set to "Open" the "Valve Open" mom switch can be pushed. 5) High vacuum progress can be monitored by the G.P. 271. 6) To protect the Pump Station, the Pneumatic Valve Mode sw can be set to "Auto", providing the G.P. 271 is in the "Log" mode of operation and the process control set point is properly set.
7) The Pump Station will shut down totally in the "Automatic" mode and the Turbo will vent 2) Turn off the DUO 012A and allow the Turbo pump to be backed by the Leak Detector through the manual angle valve.
3) The interlock features will still provide the same protection listed above.
System Variations
The previous discussions involve the Pump Stations developed for Isabelle and HITL, another variation exists which utilizes a Leybold Heraeus Trivac Fig. 1 
Conclusion
The BNL Control Circuit with Balzer Turbo-Molecular Pumps and Controllers associated with a Balzers TCS 301R will interface most mechanical pumps and give equivalent system control. By utilizing a similar base frame design with 8" diameter wheels (swivel caster on front of cart) a compact, mobile Pump Station can be assembled. This station is completely protected and is capable of reaching pressures of 10-9 Torr (nitrogen).
